
TRANSFORMING YOURSELF 
AND YOUR ORGANISATION



“The significant problems  
we face cannot be solved at  
the same level of thinking  

that created them.” 
Albert Einstein

ABOUT US

STAR LEADERSHIP was formed in 2013, with a primary   
focus on offering Coach Training and Leadership 

Development programmes to organisations and individuals. We 
have since grown into one of South Africa’s top coaching companies, 
offering a wide variety of development programmes; namely Star 
Coach Training and Leadership Development Programme, Star 
Leadership Development, Mentorship Programmes and a Consulting 
arm to offer business around the country a first-class experience, 
bringing in the latest global trends in leadership thinking.  

Our values are; be real, be true and be you. Our material is designed 
to significantly impact how you think, decide and act, empowering 
a real and sustainable shift in yourself by raising your levels of 
Consciousness, Self-Awareness and promoting genuine Self-Love.

THE EFFECT OF THIS IS A SHIFT FROM THE NEED TO BE THE BEST 
“IN” THE WORLD, TO A DESIRE TO BE THE BEST “FOR” THE WORLD.



STAR METHODOLOGY
The Transcendent Leadership Compass (TLC)

SANCTUARY 
One of the key challenges in organisations is to create a 
culture that empowers people to create and innovate. 
They put people onto programmes that claim to deliver 
this, yet often the policies and procedures of the 
organisation prevent any chance of implementation. 
Companies also want people to speak up, but with a 
mind-set that this becomes a career limiting move, or 
the undertone of ‘you better not fail’ this becomes an 
impossible target to achieve. If there is no sanctuary, all 
things desired struggle to thrive. 

We focus on developing Transcendent Leadership in a transformational learning style through a self-directed learning approach,  
supporting individuals and organisations in expanding their spiritual, emotional, adversity, creativity, physical and intellectual intelligences.

TRANSPARENCY  

The way people connect in this world is through 
communication and it is the quality of our communication 
that greatly impacts / influences the quality of our 
relationships. The quality of our relationships then 
influences the ability to work together, and co-create 
or collaborate. We believe most companies sit with 
that never answered question: how do we address the 
communication culture so that it will translate into more 
productivity, effectiveness and efficiencies.

RESPONSIBILITY
Most people throw around the word ‘responsibility’, 
but there are few who really understand the depth and 
significance of what this means. A real understanding 
here creates real shifts in people’s minds, which 
translates into a culture of people who take ownership 
and hold themselves and others accountable. 

AUTHENTICITY 

The world experiences a great leadership vacuum. 
How does one lead in today’s day and age? More than 
anything else, what leaders have shown over the last 
decade is what one might say ‘the complete antithesis 
of authenticity.’ But what does it mean really to be 
authentic? And how do we instil the courage into those 
leaders that seek to try?



STAR LEADERSHIP OFFERS A VARIETY OF 
PROGRAMMES, WHICH CAN BE CUSTOMISED 
TO SUITE YOUR SPECIFIC INDIVIDUAL  
OR ORGANISATIONAL NEEDS.

A detailed overview of each course can be found on  

www.starleadership.co.za or contact us for a personalised 

programme to address specific outcomes you’d like to achieve.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

MENTORSHIP

COACH TRAINING

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

EXECUTIVE COACHING



WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON HAVING A TEAM OF TOP 
EXECUTIVE COACHES - ALL WITH A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE 

ACROSS DIFFERENT CORPORATE ARENAS. ALL OUR COACHES 
HAVE GONE THROUGH THE STAR TRANSFORMATIONAL 

JOURNEY AND EMBODY OUR VALUES.

CONNECT WITH US
info@starleadership.co.za  I  www.starleadership.co.za


